Baldwin Park Shelter Pets Urgently Need Homes!!!
4275 North Elton Ave, Baldwin Park, CA 91706
Phone 626 430 2378
UPDATED sunDay 26 February 2017 9:24 P.M.

1.

A4131567 Zoe is a well-socialized seven year old black
with white spayed female purebred Baldwin Park Kissing
Dog, a rare and highly sought after breed, who was
discarded at the Baldwin Park Shelter on February 24th
because her former owners moved and were either too
lazy or too callous to find a safe place for their pet.
Weighing thirty pounds, has a low to medium energy
level, walks politely on leash and most likely is
housebroken. She has an even-keeled temperament,
gets along well with other dogs and should be good with
children. Zoe is a marvelous indoor companion for a
family living in an apartment with no pet weight
restrictions or a private home.
To watch a video of Zoe please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CZH7HWuGGQ

2.

A4383185 Pancho is a good-natured five year old
cream neutered male Terrier who was brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter on February 23rd with his
companion Patches (A4383186) and Harley (A4383196)
after his former owner died and there was no one able to
provide care for him. Weighing sixteen pounds, Pancho
has a medium energy level, walks perfectly on leash and
is most likely housebroken. Easily recognized by his
perpetually wagging tail, he has a loving temperament,
is good with other dogs, especially Patches and Harley,
and most likely will be great with kids. Pancho is a
terrific lapdog and indoor pet for anyone.
To watch a video of Pancho please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDfLtx4CPKw

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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3.

A4383186 Patches is a marvelous six year old neutered
male Jack Russell Terrier mix who was brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter with his companions Pancho
(A4383185) and Harley (A4383196) on February 23rd
after his former owner died and there was no one able to
provide care for him. Weighing fifteen pounds, Patches
has a medium energy level, walks splendidly on leash
and is most likely housebroken. He has a terrific, happy
disposition. He gets along splendidly with other dogs –
especially Pancho and Harley – and should be fantastic
with children. Patches is a tremendous ‘plug and play’
indoor pet for any family or individual.
To watch a video of Patches please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2GhgjenQpI

4.

A4383196 Harley is a move-in-ready five year old tan
neutered male Chihuahua who was brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter with his companions Pancho
(A4383185) and Patches (A4383186) on February 23rd
after his former owner died and there was no one able to
provide care for him. Weighing fifteen pounds, Harley
has a medium energy level, walks perfectly on leash and
is most likely housebroken. He has a marvelous
disposition, gets along beautifully with other dogs –
especially Pancho and Patches – and we think he will do
well with children. Harley is a stellar indoor pet for any
family or individual and would be a fabulous companion
for a senior citizen.
No video available at this time

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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5.

A4502318 Angel is a stunning five year old white and
cream, blue-eyed, spayed female Siberian Husky who
was discarded at the Baldwin Park Shelter on February
23rd because her former family, who adopted her from
the same shelter four years ago, claimed they could no
longer be responsible for her. Weighing fifty pounds.
Angel has a medium to high energy level and appears to
be inexperienced on leash. She has a playful
disposition and is always looking to go on a run. We
think she would be good with children strong enough to
handle her and this treat-motivated girl is good with
larger dogs. Angel is a wonderful indoor pet for an
active family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Angel please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8F5wbOOK94Y

To watch a video of Angel from 2012 please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2q6I9YaTDc

6.

A4723477 Squirt is an awesome six year old white and
black neutered male Rat Terrier mix who was dumped at
the Baldwin Park Shelter on February 23rd because his
former owners moved and was either too lazy or too
inconsiderate to find a safe place for their pet. Weighing
fifteen pounds, Squirt has a medium energy level, walks
well on leash and according to his former owners is
housebroken. He has a wonderful, outgoing disposition,
and according to his former owner is great with small
children and other dogs. Squirt is a flawless indoor pet
and an awesome companion for any family or individual.
To watch a video of Squirt please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G_RP6uuO1E

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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7.

A4887217 Mia is a joyful two year old gray, brown and
white spayed female Pit Bull who was jettisoned at the
Baldwin Park Shelter on January 25th because her
former owners moved and were either too lazy or too
inconsiderate to find a safe place for their dog – and
instead dumped her at a shelter with a 46 percent
Euthanasia rate. Weighing fifty-five pounds, Mia has a
medium energy level and could use some additional
leash training as she pulls a bit. She has a warm and
loving personality. She passed her shelter administered
temperament test which ratifies what her owners
disclosed, that she is great with small children and is
good with other dogs. Mia is a wonderful indoor
companion for an active family living in a private
residence.
To watch a video of Mia please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6tMKt_lD6_o&t=1s

8.

A4926212 Goliath (a/k/a ‘Ryan Gosling’ in video) is a
sparkling one and one half year old black and fawn with
just a trace of white neutered male German Shepherd
mix who was discarded at the Baldwin Park because his
owner claimed he was allergic. Weighing eighty-five
pounds, Goliath has a medium energy level and could
use some additional leash experience. He will ‘sit’ on
command and is likely partially, if not entirely,
housebroken. This eager-to-please boy has a
marvelous disposition, he is good with other dogs and
we think he will be the answer to every child’s prayers.
Goliath is a spectacular indoor pet for an active family
living in a private residence.
To watch a video of Goliath please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn7YxjE5NT8

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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9.

A4977987 Walt is a fabulous eight year old black and
fawn neutered male German Shepherd mix who was
dumped at the Baldwin Park Shelter on February 15th
because his former owners moved and were either too
lazy or too inconsiderate to find a safe place for their dog
who they had adopted from Baldwin Park in August of
2016. Fifteen pounds underweight at forty pounds, Walt
has a medium energy level, walks well on leash and is
most likely housebroken. This volunteer favourite has a
warm and charming personality, and is good with other
dogs and we are sure any child will be elated to have
him his as a companion. Walt is a brilliant indoor pet for
a family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Walt please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSH4RnSRz1I

10.

A5008016 Kayla is an eager-to-please four year old gray
with white markings female Pit Bull who was found
without either a collar with attached identification tags or
a microchip in Baldwin Park on November 1st and
brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing fifty-two
pounds, Kayla has a high energy level, walks fairly well
on leash and knows how to ‘sit’ on command. She has
a happy and playful disposition – and has won over the
hearts of all the volunteers. Kayla has passed her
shelter administered temperament test with flying colors
which means that according to the Los Angeles County
Department of Animal Control that he is good with other
dogs and children – something which we agree with
them on. Kayla is a tremendous indoor pet for an active
family living in a private residence.
To watch a video of Kayla please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbIb1_EjOOI

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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11.

A5012513 Nicole is an affectionate two year old
chocolate and white female Pit Bull who was found
without either a collar with attached identification tags or
a microchip in La Puente on November 16th and brought
to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing forty-one pounds,
Nicole has a medium energy level, walks in the same
direction you do on leash and although she will ‘sit’ on
command could use some additional training. She has a
kissy, cheerful disposition and is good with other dogs
and should be even better with kids. To no one’s
surprise she passed her shelter administered
temperament test. Nicole is a stellar indoor pet for an
active family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Nicole please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oosYRPiYJME

12.

A5013353 Grace is a well-mannered three year old
white female Pit Bull who was found without either a
collar with attached identification tags or a microchip in
El Monte on November 20th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing sixty-six pounds, Grace has a
medium to high energy level, walks capably on leash
and knows how to both ‘sit’ and ‘down’ on command.
She has an affectionate personality and should be good
with children. Grace is a fabulous indoor pet for an
active family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Grace please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=UcbH3xWJVOs

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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13.

A5019172 Mary is an affectionate three year old black
with white markings female Pit Bull who was dumped at
the Baldwin Park Shelter on December 14th with her
companion Chula (A5019166). Weighing fifty-seven
pounds, Mary has a high energy level, pulls on leash,
but knows how to ‘sit’ on command. She has passed
her shelter administered temperament test with perfect
scores which means according to the Los Angeles
County Department of Animal Control that she is perfect
with both other dogs and children. Mary is a loving and
devoted companion and indoor pet for an active family
living in a private home.
To watch a video of Mary please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOb8O9u7ww4

14.

A5019989 Sky is a marvelous one and one half year old
spayed female Pit Bull puppy who was discarded at the
Baldwin Park Shelter on December 18th because her
former owners had a newborn baby and decided that it
was better to dump their pet than instead put their baby
up for adoption. Weighing forty-six pounds, Sky has a
high energy level, walks in the same direction you do on
leash, and knows how to both ‘sit’ and ‘lie down’ on
command. She has a cheerful disposition and has
passed her shelter administered temperament test with
perfect scores which means according to the Los
Angeles County Department of Animal Control that she
is perfect with both other dogs and children. Sky is a
tremendous indoor pet for an active family living in a
private home.
To watch a video of Sky please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vixr2LCdBzc

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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15.

A5020600 Ike is a charming one and one half year old
gray with white markings male Pit Bull who was dumped
at the Baldwin Park Shelter for the flimsy reason that his
former owner had a baby and used that as an excuse to
dump their pet in a high kill shelter. Weighing seventyfive pounds, Ike has a high energy level and pulls on
leash. However he has a sparkling disposition and has
passed his shelter administered temperament test which
means that according to Los Angeles County’s
Department of Animal Control that he is both good with
other dogs and fantastic with children – and we fully
agree. He is quite a friendly puppy! Ike is a tremendous
indoor pet for an active family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Ike please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zihA0ZipTSg

16.

A5020867 Aztec is a lovely one year old brown with
white markings male Pit Bull puppy who was jettisoned
at the Baldwin Park Shelter on December 21st because
his former owners moved and probably took their DVD
collection and their Xbox, and possibly their kids, but
were either too lazy or too inconsiderate to find a safe
place for their pet. Weighing sixty pounds, Aztec has a
high energy level and walks in the same direction you do
on leash – so he could use some additional training. He
has a fabulous disposition and passed his shelter
administered temperament test with flying colors which
means that according to the Los Angeles County
Department of Animal Control that he is great with other
dogs and children – something which we agree with
them on. Aztec is a marvelous indoor pet for an active
family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Aztec please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtND9JKX4qg

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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17.

A5023926 Kenya is a petite one year old black and
white female Pit Bull puppy who was found without
either a collar with attached identification tags or a
microchip in La Puente on January 7th and brought to
the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing thirty-five pounds
Kenya has a high energy level and is a blank slate for
training. She is a frisky, athletic, mouthy and happy
puppy and a whole lot of fun to be around. She has
passed her shelter administered temperament test, but
we think due to her mouthiness she should not yet be in
a home with young children. Kenya is a fun-loving
indoor pet for an active family living in a private
residence.
To watch a video of Kenya please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Xib2cUUZow

18.

A5024118 Nana is an eager-to-please four year old gray
and white female Pit Bull who was dumped at the
Baldwin Park Shelter on January 8th. Weighing forty-six
pounds, Nana has a medium to high energy level, walks
in the same direction you do on leash – but could use
some additional training. She is a happy dog and loves
belly rubs and any human attention. To no one’s
surprise passed her shelter administered temperament
test which means that according to the Los Angeles
County Department of Animal Control that she is perfect
with other dogs and children. Nana is an outstanding
indoor pet for an active family living in a private
residence.
To watch a video of Nana please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFID9uYlZzI

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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19.

A5025220 Tomas is a good-natured five year old tan
with white markings neutered male Chihuahua who was
found in Hacienda Heights on January 12th and brought
to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing twenty-one
pounds, Tomas has a medium energy level, walks
flawlessly on leash and most likely is housebroken. He
has a minor Grade 2 heart murmur, which can usually
be treated with inexpensive medication. He has a warm
and loving personality and is the ultimate lapdog. He is
good with other dogs and we expect he will be great with
kids. Tomas is a stellar indoor pet for any individual or
family and would be an awesome companion for a
senior citizen.
To watch a video of Tomas please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=42i3QdhwUFA

20.

A5025942 Star is a fantastic two year old black with
white markings female Pit Bull who was found in
Burbank on January 15th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing forty pounds, Star has a
medium to high energy level, walks respectably on leash
and responds to basic commands. She has a fabulous
disposition and has passed her shelter administered
temperament test with flying colors. She is good with
other dogs and we expect her to be fabulous with
children. Star is a terrific indoor pet for an active family
living in a private residence.
To watch a video of Star please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HqiKsm3JAI

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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21.

A5025966 Max is a terrific two year old black with fawn
markings male German Shepherd who was found in
West Covina on January 16th and brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing sixty-one pounds, Max
has a medium to high energy level, has minimal leash
skills and could use some additional training. He
appears to have been neglected and has fly strike
around his ears, and some minor spots around his ears
and eyes. Despite his sad past, Max loves to be petted
and eagerly gives and receives affection. We think he
will be good with children. Max is a highly deserving and
strikingly handsome indoor pet for an active family living
in a private residence.
To watch a video of Max please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=05wUlG_po_Y

22.

A5025978 Archie is a splendid four year old tan and
white male Chihuahua who was found with a collar but
without either attached identification tags or a microchip
in El Monte on January 16th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing eleven pounds, Archie has a
medium energy level, walks okay on leash and shows
signs of being housebroken. He has a loving
disposition, gets along well with other dogs and we
imagine this lovely little boy will be great with kids.
Archie is a marvelous indoor pet and companion for
anyone.
To watch a video of Archie please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cly3hDjqf98

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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23.

A5026826 Pax is a strong two year old caramel and
white male Pit Bull who was found on January 19th and
brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing sixty-six
pounds, Pax has a high energy level and could use
some additional leash training since he will pull when
excited. He has a playful and loving temperament.
He passed his shelter administered temperament test
which means that the self-described experts at the Los
Angeles County Department of Animal Control swear on
a stack of bibles that he is good with both other dogs
and children. Pax is a stellar indoor pet for an active
family living in a private home.
To watch a video of Pax please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9WusVEwuiA

24.

A5028244 Gypsy is a darling ten year old gray and white
male Terripoo who was found with a collar but without
either attached identification tags or a microchip in
Baldwin Park on January 25th and brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing ten pounds, Gypsy has
a low to medium energy level, walks well on leash and is
most likely housebroken. Baldwin Park is requiring a
health waiver for Gypsy because they’ve found that she
sometimes (but not always) begins to cry on being
picked up and they are unable to determine why. Gypsy
will need to be seen by a veterinarian with more
diagnostic equipment than a stethoscope which is all
that Baldwin Park’s veterinarians are furnished with.
Gypsy is friendly to everyone she meets and appears to
be good with other dogs. Gypsy is a fabulous and highly
deserving indoor pet for any responsible family.
To watch a video of Gypsy please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXlQ9VWNoGg

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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25.

A5029288 Buddy is a playful two year old brown and tan
male Wire Haired Dachshund/Cairn Terrier mix who was
dumped at the Baldwin Park Shelter on January 30th
because his family moved and were either too lazy or
too callous to find a safe place for their pet. Weighing
sixteen pounds, Buddy has a medium energy level,
walks okay on leash and is most likely housebroken. He
is a little frightened in the shelter environment, but once
he is shown even a modicum of love and care he warms
up and quickly becomes a kissy and almost puppy-like
dog. He is good with other dogs and we imagine he will
do well with children. Buddy is an awesome lapdog and
indoor pet for any family or individual.
To watch a video of Buddy please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxtdLQp87As

26.

A5029763 Legend Reyes is a happy-go-lucky two year
old black with white markings Pit Bull who was discarded
at the Baldwin Park Shelter on January 31st because his
former owner had housing issues. Weighing fifty-five
pounds, Legend Reyes has a medium to high energy
level and walks fairly well on leash – but could use some
additional training. He has an affectionate disposition
and to no one’s surprise passed his shelter administered
temperament test which means that according to the Los
Angeles County Department of Animal Control that he is
good with other dogs and great with children. Legend
Reyes is a fabulous ambassador of his breed and an
outstanding indoor pet for an active family living in a
private residence.
To watch a video of Legend Reyes please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxrXEd9-6VA

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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27.

A5030279 Lee is a good-natured seven year old blond
male Dachshund mix who was forsaken at the Baldwin
Park Shelter on February 2nd because his former owner
claimed he could no longer take care of him.
Overweight at twenty-six pounds, Lee has a medium
energy level, walks well on leash and is most likely
housebroken. He is suffering from kennel cough and the
Baldwin Park Shelter would prefer to kill him rather than
to cure him – and are consequently giving him only five
days to find either a rescuer or adopter. He has a loving
disposition, is good with other dogs and we think he will
be splendid with children. Lee is an outstanding and
loving indoor pet for any family or individual.
To watch a video of Lee please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3FVj4Q8xwU

28.

A5031004 Firulas is an awesome eight month old white
and brown male Chihuahua mix puppy who was
forsaken at the Baldwin Park Shelter on February 16th
because his former owner had more pets than his
community’s law permits. Weighing ten pounds, Firulas
has a medium energy level and walks okay on leash.
Like many Chihuahuas he is a little tentative when
meeting new people in a noisy shelter environment, but
once you spend just a few moments with him and show
him a modicum of love, he responds quickly and
blossoms into a loving and devoted lapdog. He is good
with other dogs and we think he will be good with
children. Firulas is a marvelous indoor pet for anyone.
To watch a video of Firulas please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUigQPcViJQ

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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29.

A5031651 Banjo is a congenial twelve year old black
and tan male Teacup Chihuahua who was found in
Altadena on February 7th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing only five pounds, Banjo has a
low energy level, walks perfectly on leash and shows
signs of being housebroken. This dentally challenged
boy has a heart murmur and will need a visit to an
outside veterinarian if he is lucky enough to be sprung
from the high kill Baldwin Park Shelter. He has a
marvelous disposition and loves to cuddle. He is good
with other dogs and we believe he will be fine with
mature children. Banjo is an awesome lapdog, pursedog and indoor pet for anyone and would be an ideal
companion for a senior citizen.
To watch a video of Banjo please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=305bzt444OI

30.

A5033565 Hannah is a move-in-ready three year old
brown and white female Jack Russell Terrier who was
dumped at the Baldwin Park Shelter on February 15th
because her former family moved and were either too
lazy or too inconsiderate to find a safe place for their pet.
Weighing sixteen pounds, Hannah has a medium energy
level, walks well on leash and is most likely
housebroken. She is a bit frightened in the noisy shelter
environment, but once out of the kennel and in a quiet
place if you spend just a moment with you she will
quickly warm up and become all love and kisses. She is
good with other dogs and we imagine she will be even
better with kids. Hannah is a tremendous indoor pet for
any individual or family.
To watch a video of Hannah please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGf3WzWsRhM

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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31.

A5034192 Butter is a charming two year old cream
female Cairn Terrier who was jettisoned at the Baldwin
Park Shelter on February 16th with her companion Little
Man (A5034193) because her former owners moved and
was either too lazy or too inconsiderate to find a safe
place for their awesome pets. Weighing ten pounds,
Butter has a medium energy level, and walks daintily on
leash. Before her former owners burned rubber out of
the parking lot they disclosed she is good with kids and
she is good with other dogs – especially Little Man.
Butter is an outstanding lapdog and indoor pet for any
individual or family.
To watch a video of Butter please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeivAk5H9gA

32.

A5034193 Little Man is an adorable two year old white
male Cairn Terrier who was discarded with his
companion Butter (A5034192) at the Baldwin Park
Shelter on February 16th because his former owners
moved and was either too lazy or too inconsiderate to
find a safe place for their awesome pets. Weighing
twelve pounds, Little Man has a medium energy level
and walks okay on leash. The shelter separated him
from Butter, because neither one has been altered and
he is a little overwhelmed being all alone. However if
you spend a few moments with him he blossoms quickly
into a charming little lapdog. His former owner reported
that he is good with children and we know he is good
with other dogs – especially Butter. Little Man is an
awesome lapdog and indoor pet for anyone.
To watch a video of Little Man please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnmCAKi7ZiI

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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33.

A5034505 Peter is a delightful two year old tricolor male
Chihuahua who was found with without either a collar
with attached identification tags or a microchip in La
Puente on February 18th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing six pounds, Peter has a medium
energy level and hasn’t shown any inclination to show
his walking skills yet in the noisy shelter environment.
He is understandably scared in an inhospitable high-kill
shelter and a bit shutdown. However once you spend
some time with him in a quiet and secure place and he
perks right up and becomes quite loving and content as
a lapdog. He is good with other dogs and we project he
will be good with well-behaved children. Peter is a
stellar indoor lapdog, purse-dog and all around
companion for any family or individual.
To watch a video of Peter please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyCCo249RpU

34.

A5034602 Kiki is a darling eight year old black and tan
female Chihuahua who was discarded at the Baldwin
Park Shelter on February 18th because her former
owners claimed they could no longer take care of her.
Weighing ten pounds, Kiki has a medium energy level,
walks fairly on leash and is most likely housebroken.
Kissy and loving to the max, Kiki is a well-adjusted little
dog. She is great with people of all ages and she lived
with other small dogs. Kiki is a sparkling ‘plug and play’
indoor lapdog and indoor pet for anyone – and would be
an awesome companion for a senior citizen.
To watch a video of Kiki please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Jqx4ujpXR8

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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35.

A5034613 Herman is a cooperative ten year old white
with red purebred Cocker Spaniel who was found with a
collar but without either identification tags or a microchip
in La Puente on February 18th and brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing thirty-two pounds,
Herman has a low to medium energy level, walks pretty
well on leash and is most likely housebroken. He
appears to be hard of hearing, if not altogether deaf, and
he also seems to be vision impaired. However it does
not deter him in the least. He enjoys being petted and is
quite affectionate. Because of his hearing and vision
issues we are not recommending him for young children.
Herman is a marvelous indoor pet and companion for a
mature family living in a private home or an apartment
with no pet weight restrictions.
To watch a video of Herman please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8tuHkW7_U8

36.

A5034798 Rufus is a ‘plug and play’ five year old
caramel and white neutered male Chihuahua who was
found without either a collar with attached identification
tags or a microchip in West Covina on February 19th
and brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing
seven pounds, Rufus has a medium energy level
prances politely on leash and appears to be
housebroken. He has a fantastic sunny disposition, is
extremely treat-motivated (he would probably wash your
car for a tasty morsel). He is good with other dogs and
we think he will be great with children. Rufus is an
awesome lapdog, indoor pet and best friend ever for any
family or individual.
To watch a video of Rufus please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JCKcOPifSo

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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37.

A5034879 Wilkins is a sparkling twelve year old cream
male Teacup Chihuahua who was found without either a
collar with attached identification tags or a microchip in
La Puente on February 20th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing five pounds, Wilkins has a low
energy level and is so portable that you don’t worry
about his leash skills. He appears to be housebroken.
He has been lacking for care lately and seems to have
cataracts, although he has some vision, he needs a
dental cleaning and possibly some tooth extractions and
he has arthritis. However this does not detract from this
diminutive little guy’s charm and desirability. He is
happy, engaged and loves nothing more than to cuddle.
He is okay with other dogs and even wanted to say high
to a pig who shares his misfortune at being in the
shelter. We think he will be fine with children. Wilkins is
an outstanding lapdog, purse-dog and indoor companion
for any individual or family and would be the ideal
companion for a senior citizen.
To watch a video of Wilkins please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Zq5LJnQoW8

38.

A5034910 Blaise is a gentle eight year old white and
black female Chihuahua who was found without either a
collar with attached identification tags or a microchip in
Covina on February 20th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing six pounds, Blaise has a low to
medium energy level, prances well on leash and is most
likely housebroken. She could use a dental cleaning
and has a few older dog nicks, but otherwise seems to
be in good condition. Dainty and loving, she gets along
splendidly with other dogs and we think she will be great
with kids. Blaise is a tremendous lapdog and indoor pet
for absolutely anyone and would be a fabulous
companion for a senior citizen.
No video available

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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39.

A5035091 Beasley is a marvelous eight year old tricolor
neutered male Purebred Basset Hound who was found
with a collar but without either a collar with attached
identification tags or a microchip in Hacienda Heights on
February 21st and brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter.
Weighing sixty pounds, Beasley has a medium energy
level, walks quite well on leash and most likely is
housebroken. He has a fabulous and inquisitive
personality. He adores people of all ages and he has
been good with the other dogs. Super friendly and
gorgeous – all in one package! Beasley is an awesome
indoor pet for any individual or family living in a private
residence, or in an apartment with no pet weight
restrictions.
To watch a video of Beasley please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbwPNuSbN58

40.

A5035548 Megan is a special eight year old tan with
white markings female Teacup Chihuahua who was
found without either a collar with attached identification
tags or a microchip in La Puente on February 22nd.
Weighing four pounds, Megan came into the shelter with
what the shelter’s veterinarian said is a distended
abdomen. Since the shelter lacks any diagnostic
equipment beyond a stethoscope, the vet sent her out
for whole-body x-rays – but we are not yet privy to the
results. However the vet noted that she seemed totally
responsive and alert. She is a darling little girl with a
personality, albeit somewhat subdued, to match. She is
missing a few teeth but otherwise seems to be in good
shape dentally. She enjoys cuddling, and is quite
cheerful when snuggling. Megan is a highly deserving
lapdog who needs a rescue to come for her so she can
resume her life as a tremendous indoor companion.
To watch a video of Megan please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPKBDuHVh4w

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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41.

A5035569 Missy is a precious one year old black female
Poodle puppy who was found in matted condition with
her companion Patrick (A5035570) but without either a
collar with attached identification tags or a microchip in
Hacienda Heights on February 22nd and brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing eight pounds, Missy
has a fabulous puppy energy and is a blank slate for
training. She has an effusively friendly disposition and is
good with other dogs and is guaranteed to be the best
friend a child could ever have. Missy is an awesome
indoor pet for anyone!
To watch a video of Missy please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=osMBN7TfQ-0

42.

A5035570 Patrick is an angelic one year old brown and
amber male Poodle mix puppy who was found in matted
condition with her companion Missy (A5035569) but
without either a collar with attached identification tags or
a microchip in Hacienda Heights on February 22nd and
brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing fifteen
pounds, Patrick has a medium energy level and appears
to be a blank slate for training. He is shy in the noisy
shelter environment, which is not helped by his being
separated from Missy – because both pups are
unaltered. He is sweet and gentle, he is good with other
dogs and we imagine he will be wonderful with children.
Patrick is a fabulous lapdog and indoor pet for any family
or individual.
To watch a video of Patrick please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ciZlc1c2OhI

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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43.

A5035580 Butch is a darling five year old white male
Poodle who was brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter on
February 22nd with his two feline companions Teresa
(A5035585) and Ethel (A5035586) after his former
owner died and there was no one to care for them.
Weighing twelve pounds, Butch has a medium energy,
walks perfectly on leash and is most likely housebroken.
He was obviously a pampered and treasured pet –
which he so much deserves due to his fabulous loving
personality. He is great with other dogs and of course
with cats, and we are sure he will be fine with children.
Butch is a perfect, “bombproof” lapdog and indoor pet
for anyone.
To watch a video of Butch please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8b8Dvo43-I

44.

A5035602 Bailey is a deserving one year old tan male
Chihuahua puppy who was found without either a collar
with attached identification tags or a microchip in San
Gabriel on February 22nd and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter possibly after having been hit by a car. He
came in with a head trauma which has according to
Baldwin Park’s veterinarian affected his vestibule-ocular
reflex. He has a hemorrhage in his right eye and a
partially ruptured left tympanic membrane and was
supposed to be taken to an outside veterinarian for xrays. He has some scrapes plus wounds on his
forehead and around his left eye that are now scabbed
over, and has some head tilt. Because of his injuries no
one has been able to assess this eight pound boy’s
training or lack thereof. Bailey is a beautiful, lovable,
sweet, endearing puppy who appears overwhelmed by
all that’s happened to him in his first year of life; he
requires a health waiver and is in the medical building,
getting cage rest and little public exposure. Bailey
definitely needs a rescue to get him before Baldwin
Park’s institutional grim reaper does. Bailey needs
some TLC and will reward whoever is lucky enough to
adopt him with years of unlimited love and devotion.
To watch a video of Bailey please click here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjfAvmqkTOM

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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45.

A5024141 Smokey is an elegant three year old black
and white male Domestic Shorthair cat who was found in
El Monte on January 8th and brought to the Baldwin
Park Shelter. Weighing twelve pounds, Smokey is
frightened in the shelter and spends most of his time
hiding in the cage. But once he is out of the cage and
trusts the people he is with he warms up and loves to be
petted. Smokey is a wonderful indoor companion for
any calm family or individual.

46.

A5032991 Kirby is a charismatic one year old black with
white markings male Domestic Shorthair cat who was
found with his sister Maddie (A5044031) in Baldwin Park
and brought to the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing
eleven pounds, Kirby is a confident and outgoing cat
who greets people warmly by rubbing up against him.
Kirby is an outstanding indoor companion for anyone.

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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47.

A5033952 Scout is a dashing two year old neutered
male black and white Domestic Shorthair cat who was
found in Azusa on February 15th and brought to the
Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing nine pounds, Scout has
a calm, relaxed disposition. He is friendly and well
socialized. Scout is a spectacular lap-cat and best
friend for anyone.

48.

A5034808 Joy is an affable eight month old grey and
white tortoiseshell female Domestic Shorthair kitten who
was found in Irwindale on February 19th and brought to
the Baldwin Park Shelter. Weighing six pounds, Joy is
extroverted and approaches people for attention. Joy is
perfectly named and will bring nothing but happiness to
anyone lucky enough to adopt her.

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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49.

A5035057 Max is a sociable six month old grey male
Domestic Shorthair kitten who was dumped at the
Baldwin Park Shelter with his companion Figaro
(A5035062) on February 21st because his former owner
had a baby and thought that was a great reason to
discard their pets. Weighing seven pounds, Max is
curious, playful and affectionate. He is accustomed to
living with other cats so he should do well in a multi-pet
household. Max is a tremendous indoor pet for any
family or individual.

50.

A5035062 Figaro is a friendly one year old brown tabby
male Domestic Shorthair cat who was discarded at the
Baldwin Park Shelter with his companion Max
(A5035057) on February 21st because his former
owners had a baby and decided that they only wanted
one youngster in their family and dumped their pets
rather than their kid. Weighing eleven pounds, Figaro
has a winning personality. He enjoys being petted and
will lean his whole body into you if you scratch his chin.
Figaro is loving and gentle and a stellar indoor pet and
companion for anyone.

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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51.

A5035576 Camie is a magnificent seven year old tricolor
spayed female Domestic Shorthair cat who was
jettisoned at the Baldwin Park Shelter on February 22nd.
Weighing fifteen pounds, Camie is a delightful girl who
purrs loudly when people approach her and revels in
being petted. Carrie is a tremendous ‘move-in-ready’
indoor pet and companion for anyone.

52.

A5035585 Teresa is an affectionate three year old
brown tabby female Domestic Shorthair cat who was
forsaken at the Baldwin Park Shelter with her sister
Ethel (A5035586) and her canine brother Butch
(A5035580) on February 22nd when her former owner
became homeless. Weighing eight pounds, Ethel likes
getting petted and is quite chatty with a conversation
made entirely of purrs and meows. She is dog and cat
friendly and a joy to be around at all times. Teresa is a
sensational indoor pet for anyone.

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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A5035586 Ethel is a demure three year old brown tabby
female Domestic Shorthair cat who was forsaken at the
Baldwin Park Shelter with her sister Teresa (A5035586)
and her canine companion Butch (A5035580) on
February 22nd after he former owner was left homeless.
Weighing eight pounds, Ethel is well socialized and gets
along beautifully with other cats and canines. She is a
little overwhelmed at being left in a loveless and
stressful shelter, but she shows her loving personality to
anyone who gently pets her. Ethel is a marvelous indoor
companion for any individual or family.

A5035859 Penny is a magical two year old brown tabby
female Domestic Shorthair cat who was dumped at the
Baldwin Park Shelter on February 23rd because her
former owner moved and was either too lazy or too
callous to find a safe place for their pet and instead
turned him into the shelter with the highest euthanasia
rate in Los Angeles County. Weighing nine pounds,
Penny is a well-socialized girl who loves to be scratched
at the base of her tail. She loves to receive and give
attention. Her former owner disclosed that she is litterbox trained and gets along beautifully with children.
Penny is a tremendous indoor pet for any family or
individual.

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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A5030688 Vernon

Observations made in the descriptions and videos of these pets are not made by Los Angeles County Animal ‘Care’ and
Control Employees and should not be solely relied upon in making adoption decisions. We recommend adopters and
rescues meet and make their own evaluations of all pets prior to adoption.
To see our constantly updated networking list please visit www.ricbrowde.com/dogrescue
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